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I just rebooted and replicated what I did before that
worked: Bottom Right Toolbar, Click View hidden

items, Right click on the Norton Icon, Turn on Silent
mode (Duration: 1 Day), disable Auto-protect,
disable firewall. Left click on the Norton icon to

open the Norton program, it'll say FIX NOW, click
that and allow it to turn auto-protect and Firewall
back on, close it out. Done. Tested it on my wife's
Desktop machine, and my Surface Laptop and it
worked on those also. It's a temporary fix, but it

worked.. Hope this helps. AUTOSAR is a
standardized automotive software architecture to

establish the reuse of software within the
automotive area. This is the baseline for enabling a

transition from an ECU specific software
development to an application oriented approach.
Infineon provides MC-ISAR low-level drivers based
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on the AUTOSAR MCAL layer. With the MC-ISAR
AUTOSAR drivers a system supplier can use one set
of standardized basic software drivers over different

applications within one configuration tool. By
developing MC-ISAR in house at Infineon this

enables efficient and optimized drivers. A CMM level
3 certified process is applied for the MC-ISAR

drivers. The complete AUTOSAR suite is provided in
close cooperation with software partners which

allow to reuse their long term software experience.
Thus an optimized AUTOSAR software bundle is

available. The TASKING Pin Mapper for AURIX has
been jointly developed with Infineon and contains
expert-level knowledge about the dependencies

between peripheral modules and device pins. The
tool enables both novice and expert users to quickly

configure AURIX microcontrollers by making
connections between port pins and peripherals. It

provides the vital functionality to executed
feasibility studies, select the lowest cost hardware

device for a given set of requirements, and to
create device initialization code in the most cost-

effective way.
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been jointly developed with Infineon and contains
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